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ABSTRACT

A set of parallel plasma layers is generated by two intersecting microwave pulses in a chamber containing dry air at a pressure

comparable to the upper atmosphere. The dependencies of breakdown conditions on the pressure and pulse length are examined. The results are

shown to be consistent with the appearance of tail erosion of microwave pulse caused by air breakdown. A Bragg scattering experiment, using

the plasma layers as a Bragg reflector is then performed. Both time domain and frequency domain measurements of wave scattering are

conducted. The experiment results are found to agree very well with the theory. Moreover, the time domain measurement of wave scattering

provides an unambiguous way for determining the temporal evolution of electron density during the first 100 s period. A Langmuir double

probe is also used to determine the decay rate of electron density during a later time interval (Ims to 1.1 ms). The propagation of high power

microwave pulses through the air is also studied experimentally. The mechanisms responsible for two different degree of tail erosion have

been identified. The optimum amplitude of an L.ip1s pulse for maximum energy transfer through the air has been determined.

4 ) ! INTRODUCTION:

'. . It is a well known fact that conventional line of sight radars are limited by their range of detection. This limitation is removed,

however, by over-the-horizon (OTH) radars 1 . OTH radars use ionospheric plasma to reflect obliquely incident radar pulses back to the ground

a distance away from the radar site. The range of detection is, in general, from 1000 to 4000 kn which is far outsid the range of line of sight

( about 400km ). Since the radar pulses am coming down from the ionosphere, moving targets can be detected, in principle, at any altitude.

The extended range of detection of OTH radars can also be used to monitor ships and oceans from a land base. Moreover, OTH radar can also

be used for air traffic control in areas where the simple line of sight radars can not reach. The above mentioned attractive applications of the

OTH radar in turn generate a great deal of concern on how to improve the sensitivity of the OTH radar.

It is believed that the sensitivity of an OTH radar can be improved if the capability of the OTH radar can be extended with respect too three major factors. The fi t one regards the range of the radar. In order to avoid cluttering in the radar return, a large clearance region which is

proportional to the height of the ionospheric reflector is required. The next concerns the resolution of the radar which depends strongly on the

UN radar frequency. The last concern is on the stability of the ionosphere, which varies from day to night. This variation will affect the

performance and reliability of the radar.o ~ These concerns may be resolved if a reflector can be positioned at a much lower altitude which is able to reflect radar pulses of much

high frequency. In addition, if the reflector is made artificially, its stability and location a controllable. Two schemes have been proposed.I-E
___ Both schemes use a high power RF breakdown approach for plasma gcner3tion2". The RF pulses used for air breakdown and plasma

maintenance will be transmitted by ground based phased array antena. In the first scheme, only a single focused RF beam will be employed

to produce an ionization patch in the D region of the ionosphere. Te RF beam is required to be focused because the altitude is well above die

altitude of minimum breakdown threshold. Consequently, the cross section of the beam at the patch altitude will be too small in conimion

with the Fresanel size, d a scaming pi must be in cooperated in the operation of the RF beam in order to enlarge and tit tie ionization

patch. The density of the patch is expected to be only slightly higher than that of the F-peak (i.e. ne -=106cm3 ). The schematic anngement
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The second scheme can, however, remedy these difficulties. Two crossed beams are proposed5 to be used for plasma generation in

their inicrsoction region, at an altitude between 30 and 60 km 1,2. The interference between the fields of the two beams enhances the peak field

amplide and, thus, reduces the required power level of each RF beam. This, in turn, helps to reduce the propagation loss in pulse energy

before the two beams intersect. In fact, more energy will be delivered to tie destination because the pulse tail erosion problem can be almost
completely suppressed, especially when the intersection altitude is chosen to be near 50km (1 torr pressure)6 where the breakdown threshold

is mininmum (so that the most effective ionization patch can be achieved). Such a low altitude can be used because the ionization patch will

be tilted automatically to a large angle (the average of the propagation angles of the two beams). Moreover, the ionization patch consists of a
set of parallel plasma layers which are the consequence of interference between the fields of two beams 6 ,7 . In the intersection region, field

amplitude varies periodically in space in the direction perpendicular to the plane bisecting the two beams. Using Bragg reflection to relace
conventional plasma cutoff reflection, the supplemental radar may be possible to operate at much high frequency. Using this scheme, the

locati1 Jf the ionization layers can also be fixed easily. A schematic of the scheme is shown in Figure 2.

ionospher n.., E6

30 0

Fig. 1. OTH radar using artificial plasma patches as a mirror Fig. 2. Two crossed beams scheme

We have conducted a chamber experiment to examine the scientific feasibility of the second scheme. In order to achieve a meaningful

simm kion of the scheme, three major issues will be addressed by our chamber experiments. These include 1) the effectiveness of the plasma
layers as a Bragg reflector, 2) the propagation of high power microwave pulse (HMP), and 3) the lifetime of the plasma.

The organization of this paper is as follows. The experimental set-up is described in Sec. II. The results of an experiment

determining the characteristics of air breakdown by microwave pulses are also presented. The Bragg scattering experiment is reported in Sec
Ill. Measurements in both time domain and frequency domain on scattering are performed and compared with the theory. In Sec. IV the
propagition of high power microwave pulses through the chamber is studied. Two different tail erosion mechanisms arc identified
experimicntally. The optimum pulse amplitude for maximum energy transfer through the air is also determined. Described in Scc.V is the

measurement of Langmuir probe on the density and temperature of plasma electrons. These results together with those extracted from the
Bragg Scattering measurement are used to determine the lifetime of plasma electrons. This work is summarized and discussed in Sec VI.

i. EXNIERIMENTAL SET-UP AND AIR BREAKDOWN BY MICROWAVE PULSES
Experiments are conducted in a large chamber6 made of 2 foot cube of Plexiglass and filled with dry air to a pressure correspoling

to the simulated altitude. The microwave power is generated by a single magnetron tube (OKHI448) driven by a soft tube modulator. The
magnctron delivers I megawatt peak output power at a center frequency of 3.27 GHz. The modulator uses a pulse forming network having a
pulse width which can be varied from l.lps to 3.3pas with respective repetition rates from 60 to 20 Hz. Two microwavcbeams are fed into

the cube. with parallel polarization direction, by two S-band microwave horns placed at right angles to the adjacent sides. The plasma layers
are then generated in the central region of the chamber where the two beams intersect. Shown in Fig. 3 is a photo of the plasma layers which
are manifested by the enhancement of airglow from the corresponding locations. A maximum of eight layers can be generated, thought only
seven of them are shown in the photo. Shown in Fig. 4(a) is the typical envelol- of a 1. 1its pnlse used for plasma generation. Using a
rocusing lens to localize the enhanced airglow, its temporal evolution between the two consecutive pulses is then recorded on the oscilloscope

through a photomultiplier tube. A typical result is shown in Fig. 4(b), which shows the growth and decay of the enhanced airglow.
Breakdown of air 8 was detected either visually, as the first sign of a glow in the chamber, or as the distortion in the shape of the pulse
receive(I by the horn placed at the opposite side o the chamber. The dependence of the breakdown threshold field as a function of the pressure
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Fig. 4. The optical measurement of the airglow from a plasma generated by two intersecting Il.ts microwave pulse (a) Envelope of

1. Ils microwave pulses the horizontal axis is 200ns/division 4(b) growth and decay of the enhanced airglow 0

is then measured. The microwave field is measured by a microwave probe which has been calibrated by a known waveguide field. Shown in

Fig. 5 are the Paschen breakdown curves for the cases of L.±lLs and 3.3lis pulses. Since a shorter pulse requires a larger ionization rate in

order to generate the same amount of electrons, the threshold field is, therefore, accordingly increased. This tendency is clearly demonstrated in

Fig. 5. Ih shows that the breakdown threshold field for l.lps pulse is always larger than that for a 3.3ps pulse. The results also show that in

both cases, the breakdown threshold field decreases with a decrease in air pressure and reaches a minimum in the 2 to 1 torr region where

(L)=tVc; ) and Vc are the microwave frequency and the electron-neutral collision frequency, respectively. With a further decrease in the [

pressure, the breakdown threshold field increases again. The increase of the threshold field happens also because the wave is in the pulse [
modc. The ionization frequency and collision frequency are proportional to the neutral density; lower pressure requires a larger field in order to

maintain theionization frequency. b0 I '' ' ''I
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Fig. 5. Dependence of the air breakdown threshold field on the pressure for two pulse OUAI .

lengths breakdown curve for l.llps and 3.3igs pulses

The dependence of the breakdown threshold field on the pressure is also manifested by a similar dependence of the degree of

attenuatim in the tail portion of a single transmitted pulse through the chamber. The experiment is performed by reducing the chamber

pressure consecutively from 8 torr to 50 m torr, while the incident pulse is fixed at constant amplitude. A series of snap shots demonstrating

this behavior is presented in Fig. 6. In the high pressure region ( 2 8 torer ), the breakdown threshold field is higher than that of the incident

pulse, and therefore, very little ionization can occur thus, the pulse can pass through the chamber almost without any distortion (Fig.6(a)).
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I lowcvcr, as the pressure drops, the breakdown threshold also decreases before reaching the minimum, and hence, more ionization occurs and

so dcs more distortion to the pulse (Fig. 6(b)). The distortion always starts from the tail portion of the pulse (i.e. tail erosion) because it

takes finite time for the plasma to build up and thus, maximum absorption of pulse energy by the generated electrons always appears in the

tail of the pulse. Consequently, the leading edge of the pulse is not affected. Between 2 to I torr, the pulse appears to suffer maximum tail

erosion and hence only the very narrow leading edge of the pulse can pass through the chamber (Fig. 6(c)). Thc tail erosion becomes weak

again for a further decrease in the pressure ( Fig. 6(d)) and eventually vanishes (Fig. 6(e)) once the pressure becomes so low (5 0,05 torr) that

the breakdown threshold power exceeds the peak power of the incident pulse.

(a) p=8 ton (b) p- 4 torr (c) p=l torr

(d) p=0.45 torr (e) p=0.1 tort (p 1 0.05 ton"

Fig. 6. Pulse propagating through chamber at different air pressure at different pressure

Ill. IIRAGG SCATTERING

The plasma layers generated by the two crossed microwave pulses are used for the Bragg scattering study6. The spatial distribution of

the plasma layers is first measured with a Langmuir double probe. This is done by using a microwave phase shifter to move the plasma

layers across the probe. The peak density distribution for a spatial period is thus obtained and presented in Fig.7. The result shows that we

have indeed produced very sharp plasma layers with very good spatial periodicity. A Bragg scattering experiment has then been conducted and

described is follows.
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Fig. 7. Probe measurement of the plasma peak density distribution along Fig. 8. Microwave Bragg scattering experiment setup

the direction transverse to the plasma layers. Measurement is fromthe ,
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'rcscitcd in Fig. 8 is a block diagram of the experiment setup. In addition to the facility used for plasma generation (located to the

left of the Plcxiglass chamber), a sweep microwave generator (4-8 GHz) is used to generate a test wave which is incident into the chamber

through a C-band horn. The incident angle of the test wave with respect to the normal of the plasma layers is 45 degrees. hence, the S-band

horn #2 located at a right angle to the adjacent side can be used as the receiver of the Bragg scattering test wave. In order to separate the Bragg

coherent reflection mechanism from the cutoff reflection mechanism, the test wave is swept in a frequency range much higher than the plasma

cutoff frequency. Consequently, the test wave will be received by the S-band horn #1 even while the plasma is present. The amplitude of this

undesired signal is reduced by using a directional coupler, nevertheless, it represents a large noise to the real scattering signal. To resolve this

problem, a standard noise cancellation technique is used. The microwave components used for noise cancellation are shown in the diagram

(Fig. 8). An HP spectrum analyzer (8569B) is used for recording the scattering signal. It is noted that the attenuation of the directional

coupler is frequency dependent. Only test waves with frequencies leading to mare than 15 db attenuation of the directional coupler are used in

the experiment. Consequently, the perturbations of the noise signal due to the presence of the plasma, which in principle is in the same

intensity level as the scattering signal, is reduced by 15 or more db and will not affect the measurement of the Bragg scattering signal.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Spectrum analyzer CRT display. (a) No signal is received when the plasma is off.

(b) The spectrum of scattered signal detected when plasma layers are present.

Presented in Fig. 9 are the outputs of the spectrum analyzers for two cases. Fig. 9(a) shows that no signal is received when there is

no plasma. However, an appreciable scattering signal is detected, as shown in Fig. 9(b) whenever the plasma layers are produced. The

frequency of the test wave is 4.01 GHz, which is much higher than the cutoff frequency. A clear signature of Bragg scattering has been

demonstrated. The temporal evolution of the scattering signal has also been measured. The result for a test wave with frequency 6.6 GHz is

presented in Fig. 10(a). For comparison, one of the two microwave pulses ( both are l.Ilis) used for plasma generation is shown in Fig.

10(b). As one can see, the scattering signal continues to persist for about 100ts after the breakdown pulses are turned off. This result

indicates that the coherent scattering process can be very effective even when the plasma is well below (- 2 order of magnitude) the cutoff

frequency of the test wave.

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. The time domain measurement of the scattered signal and the microwave pulse used for plasma generation. lOtsdivision

(a) Growth and decay of the scattered signal over a lOOps time interval. (b) lIps pulse envelope shown at the same time scale

The next question is how the experimental results compare with the theory. Considering a set of N parallcl plasma slabs with

thickness 8 and separation d, and using the Bragg condition 2dsin e = nX. where 0 is the angle of Bragg scattering, ). is the wavelength of

the scattered wave, and n is a positive integer, the scattering (reflection) coefficient S of wave intensity is derived analytically and expressed as

S H E/Ete=(k,2/2 sin (nS/dknr/d)2f[sin Nedsin OT (1)
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where Et and Er arc the ied amplitude of test wave and scattering wave, respectively,c.= /tth(.O,+v ) ; kand ( are the wave number and

frequency of test waveand X= tW,-I))dsin 0/c and (L.=2"c... This reflection coefficient is then plotted as a function of the test wave

frequency in Fig. 11. By sweeping the test wave frequency, such a dependence is also determined experimentally in a relatively small

frequency range (4.3 G Hz to 7.8 Gliz) and presented in Fig. 11 for comparison. The frequency dependencies of output intensity of the sweep

generator and the antenna gain of the receiving horn (S-band horn#2) have been examined and taken into account in calibrating the intensity of 0
the scattering signals. Though a maximum eight layers can be produced, only three of them have significant overlap along a line of sight.

Therefore, only these layers can significantly contribute to the Bragg scattering process. Besides an uncalibrated absolute magnitude, the two

functional dependencies are shown to agree with each other very well. It is noted that the separation d between the two adjacent plasma layers

is related to the wavelength 4,o of the microwave pulse and the angle 4 between the propagation directions of the two intersecting pulses.with

the relationship d = /ot2 sin (ON2) Using the Bragg condition 2dsin 0 = n4, the optimum frequency for Bragg scattering is given by

f5=nf0sin (o/2/sin 0 (2)

In the present experiment, * = 90 , and thus fs=nfo. This indicates that the frequency of the test wave, which satisfies the Bragg

condition for the current experimental arrangement, is equal to the frequency and its harmonics of the breakdown pulses. Consequently, the

breakdown wave can not be filtered out and represent a very strong noise, which prevents any meaningful test of Bragg scattering at these

frequencies, and in fact, also in the neighborhood frequency regions. Although the optimum frequency region for Bragg scattering is not

examined, nevertheless the consistency between prediction and experimental results may lead us to conclude, based on the maximum

theoretical reflection coefficient, that plasma layers can indeed be an effective Bragg reflector, especially if more layers can be produced for

scattering purposes.

ID

& * .

Fig. I1. The dependence of the reflectivity S of plasma layers on wave frequency. Experimental

and theoretical results. The 0db on the vertical axis is an arbitrary reference

IV. PROPAGATION OF HIGH POWER MICROWAVE PULSES THROUGH THE CHAMBER

The propagation of high power microwave pulses through the atmosphere has been a subject with considerable scientific interest. 3 "8

This is because air breakdown produces ionization phenomena that can radically modify wave propagation. Ionization gives rise to a space-

time dependent plasma which attenuates the tail of the pulse but hardly affects the leading edge because of the finite time for the plasma to

build up. A mechanism which is called " tail erosion" plays the primary role in limiting transmission of pulse.9 "1 1,14 Moreover, the
nonlinear and non-local effects brought about by the space-time dependent plasma also play important roles in determining the propagation

chariclcristic of the pulses. 13 Therefore, any meaningful theoretical effort requires a self-consistent description of the propagation process.

Consequently, an experimental effort could be more relevant and useful.

Basically, there are two fundamental issues to be addressed. One concerns the optimum pulse characteristic for maximum energy
transfer through the atmosphere by the pulse. The second concern is maximizing the ionizations in the plasma trail following the pulse. In

gcncrd, these two concerns are interrelated and must be considered together. This is because in order to minimize the energy loss in the pulse

before reaching the destination, one has to prevent the occurrence of excessive ionization in the background air. Otherwise, the ovcrdense

plasma can cutoff the propagation of the remaining part of the pulse and cause the tail of the pulse to be eroded via the reflection process.

This process is believed to be far more severe in causing tail erosion than the normal process attributed to ionization and heating. Once this

prsccs occum, the remaining pulse will become too narrow to ionize dense enough plasma.
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The purpose of our experimental effort is to understand the fundamental behavior of tail erosion and address the question of how

energy loss depends on basic parameters such as pulse intensity and background pressure. The experimental data can then be incorporated for

the development of an useful theoretical model for a self-consistent derivation of pulse propagation.

(a) (b)

ME 0

ullml..umn.in

(c) (d)

Fig. 12. Tail erosion of microwave pulses of four consecutively increasing amplitudes A0 - A3 after propagating through the chamber with 0
lTorr background pressure (a) Amplitude A0 below the breakdown threshold and no erosion. (b) At =1.5A 0 . (c) A2=2Ao. (d) A3 =3A0

Tail erosion plicaomenon is demonstrated by the snap shots presented in Figure 12, where 1.l1s pulses, with four consecutively

increasing amplitude, are transmitted into the chamber of I torr pressure from one side and received from the opposite side. The rust pulse has

amplitude below the breakdown threshold, and hence, nothing is expected to happen. Consequently, the received pulse shape (Fig.12(a)) is

undistorted from that of transmitted pulse. Once the amplitude exceeds the breakdown threshold, more tail erosion occurred to the larger 0
amplitude pulses, as is observed by the subsequent three snap shots (Figs.12(b)-1 2(d)). This is because the increase of the ionization rate with

field allows more electrons, which attenuate the pulse, to build up. Now let's focus on the last two pictures (Figs.12(c) and 12(d)). Pulses

have been eroded strongly in both cases. However, a clear distinction between the two cases is noticed. In one case corresponding to the third

picture (Fig.12(c)), the erosion to the tail of the pulse is not complete. In other words, the received pulse width extends to the original width.

In the other case (Fig. 12(d)), a large portion of the pulse is more or less eroded completely during the finite propagation period. Obviously it

is a different mechanism responsible for the second case. The ionization frequency becomes so large in the second case that the electron -

density exceeds the cutoff density of the wave before the whole pulse passes through. The overdense plasma screen reflects the remaining

portion of the pulse and causes even more severe tail erosion. In summary, two mechanisms responsible for the tail erosion are identified.

One is due to attenuation by the self-generated underdense plasma. The other one is caused through reflection by the self-generated overdense

plasma screen. These two processes are also verified by the reflected power level measured for each case. As shown in Figure 13, the snap

shots (Figs.I 3(b) and 13(d)) presented on the RHS of the Figure are the reflected pulse shape corresponding to each received pulse on the left

(Figs.13(a) and 13(c)). As shown by the last set of pictures (Figs.13(c) and 13(d)), strong reflection and complete erosion are observed S
consistently.

(a) )

(c)(0

Fig. 13. Received pulses and coffesponding reflected pulses. (a) Envelope of received pulse. (b) Reflected pulse corresponding to case (a).

(c) received pulse with larger incident amplitude than that of ease (a). (d) Rcflectcd pulse corresponding to case (c).
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In order to avoid cut off reflection, the power of the pulse should be lower than a critical power Pr which is defined as the minimum

required power for generating an o-verdense plasma screen. When an overdense plasma screen is formed the shape of the reflected pulse changes

drastically and can be monitored easily. Thus, the critical power Pr can be determined. This critical power varies in general with the pressure.

Measurements is made to determine its functional dependency on the pressure as shown in Figure 14, where P=Pr/Pc is the critical power

normalized to the breakdown threshold power Pc whose dependencies on the pressure and pulse width are shown in Fig.5. Due to the

limitation on the power of our microwave facility, only rcgion of 0.2 to 10 ton" for the critical power is examined. Nevcnhclcss, this is the

pres.;urc region of main concern because air breakdown has its lowest threshold.

U

IM

Fig. 14. The dependence of the normalized critical power P=Pr/Pc on pressure for l.llgs pulse.

Our study indicates that an increase of pulse amplitude may not help to increase the energy transfer by the pulse. This is because two

tail erosion mechanisms are at play to degrade the energy transfer. A demonstration is presented in Figure 15, where the growth and decay of

airglow enhanced by electrons through air breakdown by 3.3 is pulse are recorded for two different power levels. In Figure 15(a) the power

level is below the critical power and the airglow grows for the entire 3.3ps period of the initial pulse width. As power is increased beyond the

critical value, the initial growth of the airglow becomes faster as shown in Figure 15(b). However, it is also shown in Figure 15(b) that the

airglow .aturates at about the same level as that of Figure 15(a). Moreover, the airglow already starts to decay even before the 3.3ps period.

In other words, cutoff reflection happening in the second case limits the energy transfer by the pulse. The additional energy added to the pulse

is wasted by reflection. The way to solve the problem is either to lower the amplitude of the pulse or to narrow the pulse width so that the

propagation loss can be minimized.

(a) (b)
Fig. 15. The growth decay of enhanced airglow Cipper trace). Pulses of 3.3ps duration and at two different levels PI for (a) and P2 for (b) arc

used for causing air breakdown, where P2/PI = 1.32. The lower trace of each photo represents the time dependence of the microwave pulse.

The horizontal scales are Isidiv.

V. LIFITIME OF ELECTRONS

For practical purpose, the lifetime of plasma generated by microwave pulses is interested. Since in the application, e.g. use of

plasma as a reflector of OTH radar, One would require that the plasma is sustained at or above certain electron density level (e.g. 107cm 3

one ordkr of magnitude higher than that of the F peak) for long enough time ( e.g. about I see of the operation time of the radar ), it could he

done by using repetitive pulses. However, if plasma decays very fast, one would have to increase the duty cycle of microwave facility ( i.e.

the repetition rate of the pulse). It implies that more power is needed in the operation. This is then translated as that more expensive

microwave facility will be required and more running cost will be resulted. On the other hand, if plasma is shown to have desired long

lifetime, the current technology is already ready for required specifications. The design of the system becomes straightforward and more

imporlant, the whole system can be justified to be economically feasible and competitive. 0
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In general, there are three processes work together to cause the decay of the plasma. They arc electron diffusion, electron-ion

recombination, and attachment of electrons to the neutral molecules. For the case of I torr background pressure, clectron-ncutral collision

frequcncy is about GHz. The free electron diffusion coefficient D is estimated to be about 3x104 cm2/sec. Thus, the diffusion time for free

e'cctron to walk randomly from the center of the chamber to the side walls is calculated to be about 20 ms. If the ambipolar effect is taken

into account, the diffusion time becomes even larger and is in the order of seconds. Therefore, we simply ignore the diffusion effect on the

electron decay rate in the present study. Since the carrier frequency of microwave pulses is 3.27 GHz, the peak electron density ionized by the

microwave pulses is in the order of 10! I cm- 3.Thus, the electron-ion recombination rate is always smaller than the electron attachment rate

whose maximum value at I torr pressure of air is about 1.4x 105 cm-l. We therefore expect that the initial decay rate (i.e. the maximum

dkcay rate) of fhe electrons is determined by the electron attachment rate and is somewhat bounded by this value 1.4xI05 sec -,.

As given by (i), Bragg scattering coefficient S of wave intensity is directly proportional to ne2. Hence, the Bragg scattering

experiment with the produced plasma layers described in sec.lil also provides a way for a nondestructive measurement on the temporal

evolution of plasma electron density. Using the result, shown in Fig. 10(a), of the temporal evolution of the scattering signal from a test

wave, the electron decay rate after the breakdown pulses have passed through ( i.e. the initial decay rate ) is evaluated to be 6xI04 secc1,

which is consistent the dissociative attachment rate. It also shows that the electron density after 70p.s is reduced by a factor of about 30.

Similarly, the electron decay rate is also reduced over a factor of 10 from the initial decay rate. In this density level (-3x 109cm 3 ) the decay

rate is consistent with the recombination loss rate. This is realized by the fact that when enough negative molecule ions are produced through

tie electron attachment process, the detachment rate for electron regeneration is increased and eventually balances out the electron attachment

loss rate. Thus, the dominant electron loss mechanism is shifted to the recombination process. On the other hand, the attachment process also

plays the role to reduce the recombination and diffusion losses of electrons. Through the attachment process, the excess of free electrons is

first stored by aitaching themselves to the low mobility neutral molecules and then released to be the source of free electrons of the system

whenever there is a need for the balance among all the process involved. When such a balance is reached (e.g. 70I.s point of Fig. 10(a), free

electron density will only decay at a relatively slow rate determined by the recombination process and the ambipolar diffusion process.

With the available powu- (- 10mw) of sweep microwave generator and the detecting facility ( HP spectrum analyzer 8569B), the

Bragg scattering measurement is no longer sensitive to the electron density at the level after loops decay from its peak (i.e. Fig 10(a)). The

evolution of electron density at later time is then determined by a Langmuir double probe. The main purpose of Langmuir probe measurement

is to confirm that the decay of electron density after the balance of process is reached is indeed caused mainly by the recombination process.

As an additional payoff, the probe measurement can also provide the information on electron temperature. The difficulty with Langmuir probe

mcast,rement lieq on the pr,-, of negatively ch:;rgerl molecules so thqt the ion density is not quite the same as the electron density. The

presence of negatively charged molecules also complicates the relationships among the electron density, electron temperature, and ion density

etc. inside a sheath. For instance, the sheath potential changes its sign when the density of negatively charged molecules becomes much

larger tian that of free electrons. It can be monitored experimentally by the direction of current flow through a grounded single probe. We,

therefore, report only the results in the time interval in which the percentage of negatively charged molecules is effectively low. Shown in

Fig. 16 is the Langiuir double probe neasurement of temporal evolution of electron temperature Tc(t) during the first 11as right after the

passing through of the microwave pulses. It shows that electron temperature is heated by the microwave pulses to about 1eV and decreases

quickly after the microwave is turned off. The decay rate is about 105sec - I which is consistent with the electron energy loss rate via electron-

ncutral collision. The correspondi g evolution of electron density can be drawn from the result of Fig. 1ta).
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Fig. 16. Langmuir double probe measurement of temporal evolution of electron temperature Te(t)
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We ncxt report the measurement for lOlts period starting at Ins after turning off the microwave. The V-I characteristics of the
Li.agiir double p.obe at four different times arc presented in Fig. 17. These Curves having a same slope at lp=0 indicat .hat all the species

of ihe gas have already reached thermal equilibrium and have a temperature =300°k. However. these curves saturate at different current levels.
It iilcaies that ion density still aries with time. Based on the saturation levels of these curves, the evolution of ion density with time is
dk'|',:incd In this time interval (Ims.l.lIms) electron density can be assumed to be in the same order of magnitudc as the ion density. The
c.oiitIiion of electron density is thus determined and plotted in Fig. 18. The decay rate of 500 sec "1 is indeed consistent with the

rckiihiniait on rate at this density level.
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Fig. 17. The V-I characteristics of the Langmuir Fig. 18. The evolution of electron density in

double probe at four different times time interval (I ms, 1. i ms)

We have shown that in the density region of interest the decay rate of electron dctsity is governed by the etectron-ion recombination

rate. Iarsed on this decay rate, repetitive pulses with a repetition rate about 250 sec1' will suffice for maintaining the electron (tensity to a
levCl (- 107cm 3). which is high enough for the OTH radar applications. Moreover, the pulses used for maintaining dik ;Iasma can he much
shricr than the first pair of triggering pulses which have to start the ionization from relatively low background electron density. Therefore,

the r., red microwave power and energy tor plasma generation and its sustainment can be shown to be within the state of the an of current

technology.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Plasma layers gencrated by two intersecting microwive pulses amc uscl for the sldy of Bragg scattering. The experiment is
cidu lcd in a large chamber with a microwave absorber so that the microwave reflection from the wall can be minimized. lencc, the

csperiorent can be considered to be a laboratory simulation of conceptualized plasma layers generated by high power radio waves in the upper

iiro,|hiere, as investigated theoretically by Gurevich.

We first determine the characteristic of air breakdown by powerful microwave pulse. This is mainly because the plasma generated
near lic wall adjacent to the microwave horn causes erosion of the tail of the incident pulse and the pulse becomes too short, by the time it
rcachc the central region of the chamber, to cause appreciable ionization. However, this problem is easily overcome when the scheme of two

intervecting pulses is used for plasma generation. In this approach, each pulse has its field amplitude below the breakdown threshold to avoid •

the tail erosion. However, the fields in the intersecting region can add up and exceed the breakdown threshold. This scheme is most effective
Ahen the two pulses have the same polarization and are coherent. In this case, the wave fields form a standing wave pattern in the intersecting

region in the direction perpendicular to the bisecting line of the angle 0 between the intersecting pulses. Thus. parallel plasma layers with a

siar31ion dAo,,, 1021 can be generated. This result is shown in Fig. I.

Since there are no electrodes involved in the current experiment of air breakdown, we can determine the breakdown threshold field as
a function of the air pressure within the accuracy of microwave probe measurement. Two Paschen breakdown curves for the cases of 1. 1 and
3.3ts pulses are determined as shown in Fig. 5. The appearance of a Pachen minimum can be explained as the result of breakdown by a short

pulse which is equivalent to a dc discharge with short separation between electrodes (i.e. short electron transit time). The result that the

breakdown threshold by a longer pulse (3.3pss) is lower than that by shorter pulse (1.1its) agrees with the explanation. The characteristic of
the curves is also confirmed phenomenologically by the various degrees of tail erosion of the same pulse passing through the chamber at

different pressure, aw shown in Fig. 6.

An optical probe has been used to monitor the growth aid decay of urglow ewhanced by microwave generated electrons. Two

processes are, in general, responsile for the airglow. One is through the electron-ion recornhination and he nher one is through impact
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excitaion of nat,.ral . . Since only weakly iomzed plasma is generated, the second process is believed to be dominant. However, the second

process reqitreb that the electron energy exceed 2eV. Therefore, the decay rate of airglow intensity shown in Fig. 4(b) accounts for not only

the dccay of the electron density caused by the dissociative attachment loss but also for the decay of electron temperature caused by energy

loss to the neutrals and the loss of fast electrons.

We then conducted the Bragg scattering experiment with the produced plasma layers. Both temporal evolution of the scattering signal

from a test wave and the spectral dependence of the scattering coefficient have been examined. Good agreement between theoretical and

experimental results on the spectral dependence of the scattering coefficient has been achieved (Fig.l I). It should be noted that, due to the

dimension of the chamber and microwave beams, only three plasma layers have significant overlap along a central line of sight used as the

incident path of the test wave for Bragg scattenng. Nevertheless, a remarkable effectiveness of Bragg scattering has been demonsurated by the

chamber experiment. It is further realized that more layers and much larger cross sectional area for each layer will be produced in the actual

installation. One would expect that much mot plasma layers can be incorporated for Bragg scattering. Since the scattering coefficient is

proportional to the square of the number of layers at play, effective Bragg scattering can still be achieved at even much lower plasma density

(- 107cm -3 for practical application) than that of current experiment (- 109 cm' 3
), where the radar frequency is also more than one order of

magnitude lower than that of the test wave used in the current experiment.

An experiment investigating the propagation of high power microwave pulses through the air is also performed. We havi identified

two jocchanisms which ale responsible for two different degree of tail erosion. One is attributed to absorption by the self-generated umderdense

plasma. The other one is caused by reflection by the self-generated overdense plasma screen. Our study indicates that an increase of pulse

amplitude may not help to increase the energy transfer by the pulse. This is because the two identified tail erosion mechanism are at play to

degrade the energy transfer. A demonstration is presented in Figure 15, where the growth and decay of airglow enhanced by electru through

air breakdown by 3.3ps pulse are recorded for two different power levels. In Figure 15(a) the power level is below the critical power and the

airglow grows for the entire 3.3ps period of the initial pulse width. As power is increased beyond the critical value, the initial growth of the

airgl)w becomes faster as shown in Figure 15(b). However, it is also shown in Figure 15(b) that the airglow satirs,.s at about the same

level as that of Figure 15(a). Moreover, the airglow already starts to decay even before the 3.31ps period. In other words, cutoff reflection

happening in the second case limits the energy transfer by the pulse. The additional energy added to the pulse is wasted by reflection. The way

to solve the problem is either to lower the amplitude of the pulse or to narrow the pulse width so that the propagation loss can be minimized.

The optimum pulse amplitude for maximum energy transfer through the air has been determined for la.ps pulse used in the present

experiment. Since the effect of pressure gradient and lar propagation distance can not be incorporated in chamber experiment, the

determination of optimum parameters of the pulses for achieving the most effective plasma generation is deferred until a practical theoretical

model developed under the guide of present study is established.

A practical issue concerning the applicability of present study to the OTH radar is the lifetime of plasma electrons generated by the

microwave pulses. The theoretical result (I) shows that the scattering coefficient is proportional to the square of the electron density and

insensitive to the electron temperature. Therefore, the electron decay rate after the breakdown pulses have passed through can be evaluated

from Fig.1I(a). It shows that the initial decay rate is about 6x104 sec " 1 which is consistent with the dissociative attachment rate. It also

shows that the electron density after 70 Wts is reduced by a factor of about 30. Similarly, the electron decay rate is also reduced over a factor of

10 from the initual decay rate. In this region the decay rate is consistent with the recombination loss rate. This is realized by the fact when

enough negative molecule ions ma produced through the electron attachinem process, the detachment rate for electron reeneration is increased

and eventually balances out the electron attachment loss rate. Thus the dominant electron loss mechanism is shifted to the reconbinationr

process. Using Bragg scattering, the evolution of electron density can be mesmured only for I00ts. In order to be sue thit the loss of

electrons is indeed caused mainly by the recombination process which has acceptable low rate, a Langinuir double probe is used to meamne

the evolution of electron density at much later time (i.e. I ms to 1. 1 ms). The result of probe measurement confirms the conclusion of Bragg

scattering measurement.

Based on the results of our chamber experiments, it seems to us that the implementation of a Bragg reflector in the upper

atmosphere (-50km) by two intersecting microwave pulses transmitting from ground for potential OTH radar applications is technically

feasible.
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DISCUSSION

L. DUNCAN, US

I don't quite understand your equating of tail erosion with formation of a critical
density layer. After forming an artificial reflecting layer, why does the experiment
just not assume a geometry similar to the one discussed in the preceding paper? In
this case the interference pattern would clearly be very dynamic, but this would not
be equivalent to traditional descriptions of tail erosion.

AUTHOR'S REPLY

In our case, when cutoff layer is formed, the reflected pulse has different
characteristics from that by an inserted conducting plane discussed in the preceding
paper. The differences are
1. Plasma cutoff layer is not equivalent to a conductor; in the layer, the electric
field is maximum instead of zero.
2. The reflected pulse has shorter pulse length than the incident pulse because the
leading part of the pulse can always penetrate through the layer.
3. The cutoff layer has a size equal or smaller than the pulse's cross section.
Therefore, the edge effect can significantly deteriorate the shape of the reflected
pulse.
4. Experimental evidence: when cutoff layer is formed (as indicated by the anomalous
reflection), the breakdown induced plasma loses the expected interference pattern.


